
PARADYM Hybrids Composite  
  

Product Name: Paradym Hybrid, Paradym X Hybrid 

  

Family Tagline: The New Paradym in Performance    

  

Product Intro:  

Paradym Hybrids are redefining how golfers approach their long game. With our Paradym Shift 

Construction, the Cutwave Sole design improves the club’s performance through the turf, making this our 

most versatile hybrid we’ve ever made. We’ve now adapted our best speed technologies from fairway 

woods and implemented them into hybrids for maximum distance.  

  

The Paradym model is for golfers who want a mid-sized, wood-shaped hybrid that’s long with excellent 

versatility and control.   

 

The Paradym X model is for golfers looking for full-sized, wood-shaped hybrid that’s long with excellent 

versatility and forgiveness.   

 

Features & Benefits  

  

Fast Ball Speeds from the All-New Tungsten Speed Cartridge & Jailbreak with Batwing Technology  

Get more distance from the revolutionary Tungsten Speed Cartridge. By incorporating high-density 

tungsten, we can push the centre of gravity (CG) low and forward. The result is lower spin with more ball 

speed. Our A.I. designed Jailbreak with Batwing Technology increases stiffness in the perimeter, while 

allowing the face to flex for high ball speeds across the face.   

  

A.I. Designed 455 Face Cup for Optimised Speed and Spin  

A high-strength 455 Face Cup is designed using A.I. to optimise ball speeds and improve spin robustness 

across the face. Each model features a unique A.I. pattern to enhance performance in that specific head.  

  

Incredible Versatility from the All-New Cutwave Sole Design  

An all-new Cutwave Sole is designed specifically to cut through the turf with ease, especially from thick 

rough, whilst an increased camber on the leading edge improves turf interaction. This brand-new shape 

makes Paradym the most versatile family of hybrids we’ve ever created.  

  

Optimal Trajectory from an Adjustable Hosel  

Optimise trajectory and control with an adjustable hosel sleeve capable of +2*/ -1* of loft.  

  

 


